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3 Flutes (1st doubling Piccolo, 3rd doubling Alto flute)
2 Oboes
1 Cor anglais









Percussion - 6 players:
(timpani (4 drums), snare drum, field drum, crash cymbal pair, suspended cymbal,
large bass drum, 2 bongos, 2 congas, brake drum, tam-tam, temple blocks,
maracas, triangle, tambourine, ratchet, drumset (kick drum, 3 toms, snare drum,

















When I was 8 years, old my friend Mitchell invited me over to his house to watch him play Final
Fantasy VII. Even at the time the blocky, low-polygon graphics over the more beautiful, pre-
rendered, computer-generated backgrounds looked dated and awkward, but there was
something very charming and inviting about the gameʼs aesthetic, its poorly-translated narrative
and dialogue, and its General MIDI soundtrack composed by the legendary Japanese games
composer Nobuo Uematsu.
This was the start of my love of video game soundtracks of all kinds, but especially of Japanese
role-playing games (JRPGs). Chrono Trigger, Xenogears, the other Final Fantasy games, and
many more all had rich, expansive, and memorable soundtracks often featuring simple,
memorable melodies, but I also found myself attracted to the stranger moments in the scores.
With Ludic Suite, I sought to capture all of this with a sense of nostalgia and playfulness, while
also inflecting it with my love of contemporary classical music, not-so-subtly implying the
potential for the fields of video games and art music to come together more often in the future,
as has been seen in the newer realm of ludomusicology (the academic study of video game
music).
I also took as inspiration the folk song suites popularized by nationalist composers such as
Bartok, Copland, and Vaughn Williams, although the themes presented in this piece are
original and inspired by my time in imaginary lands rather than real ones. The opening
movement, “Prelude,” suggests the opening of a new world, a vast, militaristic empire, and the
journey of a hero, perhaps from a lowly peasant to a rebel fighter. The “Scherzo” introduces
the archetype of the comic relief antagonist, menacing but never posing any real threat. The
“Nocturne” depicts the mysterious dungeon-type scenarios so common in video games, of the
dark areas filled with monsters, treasures, and secrets. The finale, “Battalia,” is this suiteʼs take
on the classic “random encounter” music that starts with a flash, unrelentingly keeps tensions
high, and loops back to the beginning again before ending with our heroes victorious.
Performance Notes
This is a transposing score.
Unless otherwise stated, new time signatures will retain the same beat value as previously (e.g.,
q = q, etc.).
Any of these movements may be played independently of the others or in any combination
(though the order here is recommended). There should be a brief pause between movements as
is usual.
Harmonics are notated where they should be played, not as they sound.
Trills should be played between the note indicated and the note one step up using the
accidental given next to the trill (e.g., a trill on A with a b next to the trill should trill between A
and Bb).
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